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Authorization 
 
 
 
It was after graduation from university, in 1971, that I began work as an engineer-mathematician in the research and 

development department of a company within the high-technology sector of UK industry.  

In 1975, following full vetting, I was given UK Top Secret (Artificer) security clearance  

Over the next 30 years I worked for 6 leading UK companies, on 14 different major engineering projects. That work 

subsequently included my attendance, as a delegate, at conferences on Net-Centric Warfare, and of being trained in 

advanced Distributed Data Fusion (DDF) techniques 

Toward the latter part of that work I presented details of my research at conferences in England (Brighton), Germany 

(Munich) and Italy (near Lucca, Tuscany). In addition, I had 3 peer-reviewed research papers published by a major 

science-engineering organization (INCOSE, through Wiley, New York) and a book chapter was accepted for publication 

on complex optimization theory (Springer-Verlag, London, 2002). 

In 2003 I took early retirement, and shortly afterward began independent research into the ideologies, formation, and 

functioning of complex social and political groups and organizations. My original, previous work in the modelling of 

behaviour mode dynamics of complex systems – and of the conditions for transitions between behaviour modes, in 

particular – was especially useful, in that regard.  

The results of that work were both self-published, and published in a number of independent outlets (newspaper, 

periodicals). Correspondence and comment, dealing with matters concerning the above subjects, were submitted by 

myself, and published by national newspapers and magazines (including The Times, The Financial Times, The 

Guardian, New Scientist, and The Economist). 

That research quickly evolved into the investigations of political extremism – and, in particular, the relationship between 

extremist political ideology and possible malfeasance within UK State agencies (i.e. of the complicity within the UK State 

in the covert manipulation of extreme social-cultural change). 

This work has therefore included the development and use of techniques specifically for analysing and understanding 

complex socio-political phenomena – where such phenomena is driven by the concealed malfeasance of ideological, 

dictatorial subgroups (and, especially, sub-groups embedded within the State apparatus). This has special importance 

where such malfeasance is manifest as a group psychopathy. 

Hence, reports such as this document. 

 

Anthony Shell April 2021 
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Investigative Report 1 

On the 19th June 2016 the US-based Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) published a report containing 

this claim: “In late May of that year [2000], MAIR [Thomas MAIR – who had murdered the Member of 

Parliament Jo COX three days previously] was one of between 15 and 20 racist activists who convened in 

a private room at a pub near the Strand, a major thoroughfare in central London, according to Todd 

BLODGETT, an American who was then a paid informant for the FBI and also met with MI5.” 2 3 

The SPLC report went on to assert that BLODGETT was accompanied on his UK trip by a number of FBI 

agents, and that he could (in some detail) remember a face-to-face conservation he had had with Thomas 

MAIR during that London 2000 meeting. The SPLC report went on to say that a person named Mark 

COTTERILL had largely organised that May 2000 (something Mr COTTERILL has vehemently denied). 4 

Mark COTTERILL had founded the US-based American Friends of The BNP (AF-BNP) in January 1999.  

The AF-BNP provided the links required for connecting US-based groups, such as National Alliance, to the 

UK-based British National Party (BNP). It is noted that the FBI covert operative, Todd BLODGETT, had 

also worked as the US-based AF-BNP treasurer, at that time. 

It was shortly after the killing of Jo COX that Mark COTTERILL made a number of absurd claims, including 

that “the American spooks [the FBI] did not really take that much notice or interest in us [i.e. the US far 

right, and especially National Alliance and the AF-BNP] … until after 9/11” Obviously such nonsense begs 

the question – why did Mr COTTERILL feel compelled to proffer such a blatantly absurd opinion? 5 6 7 

The obvious question is this: why was Mark COTTERILL so extraordinarily eager to dismiss any notion of 

the presence of both Thomas MAIR (who went on to murder Jo COX MP, in 2016) and covert FBI 

operatives/agents at that London 2000 conference?  

It is noted that Thomas MAIR was (apparently, at that time) regularly requesting, paying for, and receiving 

                                                
1 The authenticity of the identities, activities and (supposed) purpose/intentions of individuals and groups (organizations), 
considered to be in serious doubt, are shown throughout this report in a grey-hyphenated form. The justifications for that decision 
(and the evidence for suspecting such serious, malfeasant deceit requiring that decision) are detailed within the body of this report. 
Contrariwise, individuals and organizations (and their activities) that have been positively / physically verified, from multiple 
sources, are shown in ordinary (black) typeface, 
2 Transcription of an SPLC report of the murder of Jo COX MP (16th June 2016), Mark Potok, Senior Fellow, Southern Poverty Law 
Centre (SPLC), USA, 19th June 2016. 
3 ‘Jo COX death: Alleged killer Tommy MAIR “bought gun-making manual from far-right neo-Nazi group” – Documents suggest 
MAIR had recorded links to National Alliance’, by Jon Stone, The Independent, Friday 17th June 2016, source: 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/alleged-killer-of-mp-jo-COX-bought-gun-making-manual-from-far-right-neo-nazi-
group-a7086911.html 
4 Although Cotterill has not denied being at the meeting 
5 ‘Will The Real Thomas Mair Please Stand Up?’ Mark Cotterill, Heritage and Destiny, 22nd June 2016. Source: 
www.efp.org.uk/will-the-real-thomas-mair-please-stand-up 
6 However, for example: ‘White Extremism and The US Military’, by Major Lawrence M. Curtin Jnr., Naval Postgraduate School, 
Monterey, California, June 1997; and also ‘Asymmetry From The Right: Imminent Danger From Extremist Activities?, Lt. Col. O. 
G. Mannon, USAF, US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, PA, 15th April 1998 
7 Notably events such as the Oklahoma bombing (April 1995, Timothy McVeigh and Elohim City), WACO (April 1993), Ruby 
Ridge (August 1992, in which the FBI shot dead a young woman and her son), et cetera, had already occurred. 
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far-right extremist material from National Alliance sources (i.e. National Vanguard Books 

newsletter/magazine, based in Hillsboro WV). 8 

The core reason behind COTTERILL’s interjection is seen as an attempt to disparage any linking of 

MAIR’s radicalisation to a collaborative effort between US-based National Alliance and the FBI. 

Thomas MAIR therefore received his invitation to the National Alliance / BNP London 2000 Conference, 

just one year after his first contact with National Vanguard Books – regarding detailed instructions in the 

making of IEDs (bombs) and firearms/ammunition.  

By that time National Alliance senior member (and FBI operative) Mr Todd BLODGET was instigating 

National Alliance events, such as “helping to arrange” (not just observing) that London 2000 Conference. 

However the meeting was reportedly “largely arranged” by Mr Mark COTTERILL (being a UK citizen, who 

was then living in the USA, and who was also closely connected to the National Alliance).  9 10 11   

Todd BLODGETT has admitted that he was recruited to work as an FBI operative in March 2000. The FBI 

was therefore using paid operatives (such as Todd BLODGETT) to help the US Government install a US-

style racist, ‘white nationalist’, ‘white supremacist’, neo-Nazi movement, within the UK. 12 

Based on that SPLC-sourced evidence it is therefore noted that Thomas MAIR had placed that terrorism 

munitions manufacturing order, to the US-based National Vanguard Books (a subsidiary of the far-right 

National Alliance), less than two weeks after David COPELAND (a member of the UK neo-Nazi group 

National Socialist Movement, NSM) exploded his final IED (the last of 3 nail-bombs) in Soho, central 

London – killing 4 people, including an unborn child and the unborn child’s mother. 13 So, when did the US-

based SPLC (an affiliate to the FBI) have access to that information – and what did it do with it? 

What of actual events within the UK, at around that time? 

The neo-Nazi NSM had been formed in 1997, as a supposedly ‘ideological’ arm of the Combat 18 group. 

In early 1998 (and a year before COPELAND’s murderous attack) the Independent newspaper journalist 

Nick RYAN met with David MYATT (a ‘National Socialist’, occultist, and founder of the NSM) at the 

Malvern Station Tea Room, for a lengthy interview. 14  Coincidently, Nick LOWLES (Searchlight) also met 

with David MYATT for a lengthy interview, in Shropshire, England, that same year (in 1998). 15 

                                                
8 However Mr. COTTERILL has insisted that he knew nothing of Thomas MAIR until the murder of Jo COX in June 2016. 
9 As taken from a transcription of a Southern Poverty Law (SPLC) report of the murder of the UK politician, Cox MP (16th June 
2016). SPLC report authored by Mark Potok, Senior Fellow, SPLC, USA. 
10 “Library provided the FBI with intelligence on right-wing extremists”, Source: ‘The SPLC has Southern Poverty Law Center 
[website]’, US Homeland Security Digital. 
11 The context for this is the long, working collaboration between the FBI and various anti-Nazi groups within the USA such as the 
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) and the Anti Defamation League (ADL). See: ‘No, the FBI Hasn’t Ditched The Southern 
Poverty Law Centre’, by Carlos Mazo, Media Matters, 27th March 2014 
12 ‘Meet the FBI Informant Who Organized Neo-Nazi Gathering Attended by Jo Cox Murder Suspect in 2000’, Democracy Now!, 
YouTube, 22 June 2016 
13 The 1st May 1999 Soho bombing, with COPELAND’s other two bombings being on the 17th April and the 24th April 1999 
14 ‘Combat 18: Memoirs of a Street-Fighting Man’, Nick Ryan, The Independent, 1st February 1998 
15 ‘Interfview with David Myatt (by Nick Lowles of Hope Not Hate in 1998) – Professional Restoration’, Nameless Therein, 
YouTube, 28th March 2021  
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Two particular things are very evident from the LOWLES/MYATT interview of 1998: (1) Nick LOWLES had 

expended a very considerable amount of time in investigating David MYATT, and MYATT’s connections to 

the extreme, occult group Order of Nine Angels (ONA); and (2) MYATT’s insistence that his only interest in 

ONA was that he saw that group as an especially suitable and useful source of recruits for the NSM.  

During that LOWLES/MYATT interview, David MYATT insisted that he had (by then) left the NSM. 

ONA has been yet another import from the USA – a derivation of the US radical left’s ‘new age’ movement, 

of the late 1960s, onwards. Thus, the neo-Nazi ONA has incorporated much the same ideological baggage 

as that radical left’s hyper-liberalism – anti-family, sexual exploitation/control, child abuse (including 

paedophilia), drugs, mysticism/occultism, anti-Christianity, self-centred mania, et cetera.  

However, it was only this year (2021) that US State documents (court records) have been uncovered, 

showing that the FBI had been bankrolling the propaganda and recruitment efforts of US-originated 

occultist, neo-Nazi groups (i.e. AtomWaffen, ONA, et al) since at least 2003. 16  

At this stage, a review is therefore required of the developments in the UK police and security agencies, 

and the ‘justice system’, in the years that immediately preceded the David COPELAND bombings (of early 

1999). This provides some important context (and insight) to the main subject matter of this report. 

In August 1998 the Metropolitan Police Service created the Racial and Violent Crime Task Force (the 

MPS/RVCTF under John GRIEVE). One year later (January 1999) the MPS formed the Independent 

Advisory Group (IAG) to provide political direction to the MPS/RVCTF.  

Leading that MPS/RVCTF/IAG endeavour (specifically in regard to matters concerning the creation and 

control of police policy and procedure, relating to ‘racist crime’) was Gerald GABLE of the Searchlight 

organization (re. Nick LOWLES of Searchlight – see earlier, in regard to Nick LOWLES’ particular interest 

in NSM and ONA, in 1998).  

The basic premise for the MPS/RVCTF was that it was (only) from the native, white population of the UK 

that problems of racist hate and violence emanated: “The brutal racist murder of Stephen Lawrence on 

22nd April 1993 in South East London, shocked and horrified the diverse communities in Britain. For the 

Black and Minority Ethnic communities it was yet another tragic incident which further reinforced the view 

of the prevalence of racism in the country.”  

However, the MPS/RVCTF intention was clearly not to challenge, but to reinforce a  “view” (presumed, by 

MPS/RVCTF, being held by BME communities), of the “prevalence of racism” within the white population. 

This was, essentially, a grotesquely perverse narrative, being promulgated by UK State agencies 

(including HM Constabulary and The Crown Prosecution Service) to misdirect the process of law 

enforcement, and mislead the public. The MPS/RVCTF was built on an outright lie. 

In fact Government data from that time (and specifically from 1997 to 2007, inclusive) was showing it was 

the native (white) population within the British Isles that was suffering disproportionately from extreme 

racist violence (including interracial homicide) by BME perpetrators – and to a huge extent. 17 

                                                
16 ‘FBI funded neo-Nazi book publisher, court docs reveal’, by Hannah Sparks, The New York Post, 25th August 2021 
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It is therefore difficult to understand why the RVCTF had been set up – and especially at that particular 

time. The much referenced (by the RVCTF) murder of the black teenager Stephen LAWRENCE had 

occurred some five years previously. 18  

It would seem that the MPS was expecting (hoping for?) some imminent act(s) of racist violence by a 

‘white’ person or group. The RVCTF was a solution, desperately in need of a problem. 

As with Thomas MAIR at that time, the 1999 London bomber David COPELAND had become obsessed 

with a far right, racist ideology imported from the USA. In a 2003 book on COPELAND, written by Graeme 

MCLAGAN (BBC) and Nick LOWLES (Searchlight) the first three chapters describe the extraordinary 

degree to which extreme far-right ideology had been, from the early 1990s onwards, imported from the 

USA. 19 There is this observation from Graeme MCLAGAN (BBC) and Nick LOWLES: “A young man 

[David COPELAND] with a troubled childhood and a fixation with chaos and destruction, his mind had 

been filled with racist literature, much of which had emanated from the USA.“ 20  

I have grave concerns (and justifiable suspicions) that, just one year later, Thomas MAIR may have been 

specifically invited to that (BLODGET/FBI, COTTERILL organised) London 2000 Conference because of 

his having been observed by State agencies (the US FBI, in particular) as having an interest in obtaining 

the means to commit murderous acts of terrorism (such as that of David COPELAND, the previous year). 

Notably, Mark COTTERILL appears to have been an important, primary source of information on the far 

right for (in particular) The Guardian newspaper (UK) – and for introducing under-cover newspaper 

reporters to various far-right individuals and organisations within both the UK and the USA. 21 22  In 1991 

Mark COTTERILL had reportedly attended a far-right rally in Belgium, in the company of an undercover 

reporter from The Guardian newspaper (UK). 23 

Further work has shown a connection between Mark COTTERILL and the notorious UK-based, far-right 

(neo-Nazi) group National Action (see attached scans). And in that regard, we need to go back to July 

2011, and the far-right forum IronMarch.org then being created by UK-based Benjamin RAYMOND – with 

                                                                                                                                          
17 ‘Statistics on Race and The Criminal Justice System’; Published by The Home Office. Three documents: 1997-2000, ISBN 1-
84082-587-1; 2001-2004, ISBN 1-84473-508-7; 2004-2007, ISBN not given: http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/statistics.htm . 
Data for the White, Black, Asian and ‘Other’ ethnic groups from HO report: OLR 25-06, 'Black and Minority Group's Experiences 
and Perceptions of Crime, Racially Motivated Crime and The Police: Findings From The 2004/05 British Crime Survey'. 
18 However, incident was politically exploited to force the UK police to abandon ‘colour blind policing’ and, instead, to adopt a 
racialist form of law enforcement. 
19 See, for example, the first 3 chapters of: ‘Killer On The Streets’, Graeme McLagan and Nick Lowes [Nick Lowles], John Blake 
Publishing, London, 2003 
20 As described, for example, in ‘Killer On The Streets’, by Graeme McLagan and Nick Lowes [sic, LOWLES], John Blake 
Publishing, London, 2003, page XIX 
21 In, for example: ‘BNP splinter group fights byelection’, by Paul Humphries, The Guardian,  13th February 2004; “The head of the 
BNP's American branch, vital for fundraising, is Mark COTTERILL, a former activist for loyalist paramilitaries in Northern 
Ireland.”, ‘Far Right picks next race target’, by Paul Harris, The Guardian, 1st July 2001; “I lived with Nick Griffin’s man in 
America, Mark COTTERILL, who ran the American Friends of the British National Party and had infiltrated Pat Buchanan’s 
presidential campaign. COTTERILL’s associates took me to the national meeting of the white-supremacist supporting Council of 
Conservative Citizens; to meet the leadership of David Duke‘s organisation in Virginia; and to Ku Klux Klan BBQs in the deep 
south.”, ‘I Knew the Boy Next Door Killers’, by Nick Ryan, The Huffington Post, 24th July 2011. 
22 “Mark COTTERILL, who ran the US-based organisation before it folded in 2001, said: ‘He [VON BRUNN] did attend meetings. 
I have just checked my database and he is down as ‘meetings only’, so he was not a major donor, although he may have put some 
money on the plate when it was passed round.’" Source: ‘Suspect in Holocaust Museum Guard Killing Has Links To BNP’, by 
Matthew Taylor and Daniel Nasaw, The Guardian, Friday 6th May 2016 
23 ‘Tories welcome “racist” man from the National Front – Mark COTTERILL’, by Michael Prescott, Political Correspondent, The 
Sunday Times, 15th August 1993. Source: http://infoweb.newsbank.com 
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its first online (Internet) appearance being at the beginning of October 2011. 24   

The UK police and UK security agencies will have been closely monitoring IronMarch.org, from its very 

beginning. Those State agencies will have known the true identities of those persons joining, and posting 

comment to that extremist site – and they will undoubtedly have known the identity of the person who had 

set up that particular forum (i.e. Mr Benjamin RAYMOND, aka Benjamin NOYLES).  

It was specifically from the IronMarch.org that a significant number of overtly far-right, ‘white supremacist’, 

neo-Nazi and extremely anti-Semitic groups emerged, including: The Base (USA); AtomWaffen (USA), 

Sonnenkreig Division (UK); and, most significantly, National Action (UK). 2526 27 28 

The relevance of these developments is specifically in regard to the creation of the National Action group, 

by Benjamin RAYMOND and Alex DAVIES, in late 2013, and the socio-political situation within the UK at 

that time – as follows. 

The emergence of the Generation Identity (GI) movement, in mainland Europe (and in the UK, circa 2013), 

was the result of the growing visibility (to the general public) of the intent by the ruling political classes in 

Europe and (especially) the USA to replace much of the native (white) population of Europe, through the 

use of ‘managed’ mass migration from (especially) non native European (non white) countries. 29 30 31   

This was increasingly being revealed in the pronouncements (declarations of policy intent and of the 

planned enforcement) through powerful global agencies such as the UN, the EU Commission, the EU 

Parliament, the OSCE, and the UN-backed Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD). The 

generic description for that process has, indeed, been specifically called “population replacement” by the 

                                                
24 Benjamin RAYMOND’s IPGBNI website, on it’s inaugural day of the 15th July 2011, included a direct reference (in domain 
name and in symbolism/artwork) to a putative IronMarch.org forum website. This was despite that particular website 
(IronMarch.org) not being registered until 11 weeks later (on the 1st October 2011) – with it’s first presence on the Internet not 
recorded until two days later (on the 3rd October 2011). Therefore (obviously) the iconic image for IronMarch.org – embedded 
within the home page of RAYMOND’s IPGBNI website – doesn’t link to the IronMatch.org forum website (which, of course, 
didn’t exist at that time). Instead of which, it linked to another ‘manifesto’ webpage on the IPGBNI website. However it is noted 
that particular ‘manifesto’ page was never uploaded to the IPGNI website. It therefore seems it was originally intended to be a 
temporary ‘placeholder’ for the forthcoming IronMarch.org ‘manifesto’ (i.e. rules for new members), then under construction by 
Benjamin RAYMOND. 
25 However, it was the US-based establishment organization PROPORNOT that appears to have originated the extraordinary claim 
that the founder of IronMarch.org was a Russian far-right activist with close personal connections to the upper echelon of the 
Russian political establishment.   
26 Notably, Benjamin RAYMOND has been a supportive follower (and ‘re-tweeter’) of the Twitter outputs of PROPORNOT. 
27 PROPORNOT has extraordinary similarities to UK-based BELLINGCAT. The PROPONOT website was first registered on the 
21st August 2016 – just three months before the US Presidential Election (Donald TRUMP versus Hilary CLINTON). 
28 There is the important matter of the US-based, highly cited, secretive, organization PROPORNOT has reportedly been connected 
to major US State and State-affiliated and Washington-based organizations, including The US State Department, The Atlantic 
Council (through the subsidiary, the Washington-based Digital Forensic Research Laboratory / DFRLab, and The Interpreter 
Magazine. It has been widely claimed that the person actually running the PROPORNOT organization is the mainstream (‘neo-
conservative’, progressive globalist) political pundit Michael WEISS. On the evidence seen, this does indeed seem highly credible. 
Michael WEISS has worked for the Daily Beast, and The Interpreter Magazine. At the beginning of 2016 his name appears at the 
top of an article, in The Interpreter, saying “We are proud to announce that starting January 1st, 2016, The Interpreter will be a 
special project of Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty’. Notably, RFE/RL are progenies of the CIA. 
29 ‘A Europe of Regions and Identity’, Traditional Britain Group, YouTube, 28th October 2013 
30 ‘We Are Generation Identity’, Edition Idees, 9th November 2013 
31 This movement started in France in 2002. It subsequently gained traction in various forms, for example: European Traditionalism; 
This Is Europa; European Awakening; Europa Rising; Generation Europa; and most especially Generation Identity (GI). It 
contained (and focused upon) a common, major concern, defined as ‘The Great Replacement’. 
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proponents, and potential enforcers, of that policy. 32 

GI was formed in opposition to the execution of that policy (of imposed mass migration into Europe). 

Obviously, such an emerging phenomenon (of reasoned, active opposition) required a rapid and decisive 

response from the political and industrial elite in Europe and the USA. 

Therefore the establishing of GI within much of Europe, and its subsequent growth in popular support, 

inevitably resulted in efforts by the European and North American (USA and Canada) State apparatus, and 

by State-supported groups, to “discredit, destabilise and destroy” GI.  

In the UK that strategy included the use State agent provocateur groups (i.e. such as National Action) to 

create bogus neo-Nazi connections to GI. People who genuinely protested the potential loss of their 

homelands, lives and livelihoods had to be portrayed as fascists, ‘white supremacists’, and neo-Nazis. 

Coincidently, the overtly fascist, neo-Nazi National Action was founded by Benjamin RAYMOND, together 

with the UK State’s PREVENT-mentored Alex DAVIES, in late September 2013 – i.e. a mere 4 months 

after Generation Identity (Génération Identitaire GI) first emerged within the UK. 33 

Of particular note (in that regard) are these comments by the leader of National Action (RAYMOND) 

posted on a right-wing forum: “First, National Action was never anything to do with the New Right or the 

'intellectual' counter currents talk shop. It is self organised and self funded by fascists with no association 

with the wider movement or this gay 'dark enlightenment' thing. We can say this because we were founded 

in violent opposition to the prospect of a poorly executed British 'generation identity' clone.”  

As we will see, the “violent opposition” to GI was to be achieved by proxy – by inciting hate and violence 

against GI members and GI events, by expropriating GI campaign issues (especially against State-

imposed mass immigration, and multiculturalism) as forms of neo-Nazi ideological ‘activism’.  

RAYMOND went on to expound that purpose (of the formation of National Action): “Secondly the most 

exceptional care was taken to warn against any attempt to 'copy' similar youth groups in Europe.”  34 35  

Although there have been reports of RAYMOND having visited the USA, I have been unable to find any 

details. However, in July 2013 Benjamin RAYMOND wrote an article for publication in Sebastian ERNST 

RONIN’s online blog. 36 ERNST RONIN was, at that time, President of The National Synergist Party of 

North America (NSPNA).  The indications are that RAYMOND’s connections to North America were, at 

that time, primarily to individuals and groups operating from within Canada (although, of course, that does 

not rule out the possibility of his having personally visited Canada, and from there crossed the border into 

the USA). 

Again, we find that (highly inappropriate) ‘white nationalism’ narrative, input from North America. 

                                                
32  For example, in:‘The demographic challenge in Europe’, by Karaly Lorant, The EU Parliament, Brussels, April 2005 
33 For example, the National Action website was first registered on the 21st September 2013 
34 ‘National Action Protests? - Anyone Familiar with This’, posted by Jackbootsharman, Vanguard News Network Forum, 21st April 
2014, source: http://vnnforum.com/showthread.php?t=176545&page=2 
35 Although the author of that post – ‘Jackbootsharman’ – has been identified elsewhere as Alex Davies, it is almost certainly to 
have been co-founder Benjamin Raymond. The poster refers to himself as “Ben”, and the material is more in Raymond’s style. 
36 Source: https://hammerandanvilmyblog.wordpress.com/author/novacanadaia/page/37/. 
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So, we have an admission by of one of the ‘co-founders’ of National Action that its primary goal was to 

commit/provoke “violent opposition” to the emergence of Generation Identity in Britain. And in that regard, 

National Action was therefore effectively operating (from its very inception) with the very same end-

purpose as the extremely malfeasant elements operating within the US and UK State apparatus, and their 

enforcers (including, in this regard, National Action).  

In October 2014 a conference was held in the North of England (Preston, Lancashire) under the auspices 

of ‘Heritage and Destiny’ – the organization also created and run by Mark COTTERILL (see previously). 37  

One of the main platform speakers at the 2014 conference (apparently organized and chaired by Mark 

COTTERILL) was Alex DAVIES (listed as a ‘National Action activist’). Notably there is credible 

photographic evidence to show that that ‘activism’ included a group of National Action members using that 

same venue to prominently demonstrate their Nazi-saluting skills (see attached scans). 

Therefore we see, at that venue (of the October 2014 Conference, organized by former US-based National 

Alliance activist Mark COTTERILL), the crowd of Nazi-saluting National Action members standing (most 

conspicuously) immediately behind the official flag of Ulster (Northern Ireland). [See attached photo scan]  

This is a particularly good example of ‘narrative fabrication’, for the purpose of fomenting extreme hate – 

as an attempt to help provoke further hate and violence in Northern Ireland. 

In actuality the post-WW2 Northern Ireland ‘Troubles’, that quickly brought the activities of the IRA to 

mainland Britain, was a resurrection of the notorious (and murderous) IRA/Nazi Germany S-Plan of 1939-

1945 (of that anti-English racialist, political-ideological and military alliance, resulting in the murderous, ‘by 

proxy’, terrorist bombings of civilian targets in England) – albeit with the political, financial and material 

support being provided by the US political left establishment, as a supposedly ‘civil rights’ matter. 38 39 40 41  

So – to now return to matters in the years preceding the events in 2016. 

On the 11th June 2009 The Guardian had published an article describing the activities of the US-based, 

‘lone actor’ gunman James VON BRUNN. Two days previously VON BRUNN had shot and killed Stephen 

JOHNS – a security guard at the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington DC. 42  43   

Mark COTTERILL had reportedly assisted the Guardian in the preparation of its report by claiming (to the 

                                                
37 ‘The 9th Annual John Tyndall Memorial Meeting’, Saturday 11th October 2014, Preston, Lancashire – organized through ‘Heritage 
and Destiny’. A full electronic copy of the email (including, therefore, header data) is held by the author. 
38 “Irish Republicanism and Nazi Germany’, Brian Hanley, Queen’s University Belfast. [Note: Brian Hanley lectures in history at 
the Institute of Irish Studies, University of Liverpool. He is the author of The IRA 1926-1936 (2002), The Lost Revolution: the Story 
of the Official IRA and the Workers’ Party (2009) and The IRA: A Documentary History 1916-2005 (2010).] 
39 ‘A Hard-Line Marxist Distortion of History’, Dominic Lawson, The Independent, 30th May 2006 
40 It is pertinent to note that accounts by the political left of the relationship between the fascist movement in Ireland and the IRA 
focuses almost exclusively on the hostility between sections of the IRA and the fascists – whilst drawing a veil over collaborations 
between the IRA/fascist and the later collaborations between the IRA and Nazi Germany. See, for example: ‘The Blue Shirts’, Anti-
Fascist Action (AFA), Fighting Talk, Issue 6, pages 16 to 18. 
41 ‘The IRA’s Links With Nazi Germany’, History Ireland, March/April 2011 (Vol. 19, No 2) – reproduced by Queen’s University 
Belfast. 
42 The source code of the web page (including the metadata) shows the article being first produced at 19:11 EDT and published at 
19:18 hours EDT on the 11th June 2009 (i.e. 00:18 hours, BST, 12th June 2009). 
43 ‘Suspect in Holocaust Museum Guard Killing Has Links To BNP’, by Matthew Taylor and Daniel Nasaw, The Guardian, Friday 
6th May 2016 (modified version of article first published 7 years previously, on the 11th June 2009). 
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Guardian newspaper, and therefore to Guardian readers) that information from his “database” showed that 

VON BRUNN had attended American Friends of The British National Party meetings (AF-BNP – 

COTTERILL’s own USA-based organization). 

In that Guardian article Mark COTTERILL is reported as saying that: “He [VON BRUNN] did attend 

meetings. I have just checked my database and he is down as 'meetings only', so he was not a major 

donor, although he may have put some money on the plate when it was passed round.”  44 In that same 

Guardian 2009 article it is also claimed that the FBI operative Todd BLODGETT had also attended the AF-

BNP meetings, with James VON BRUNN, in Arlington County (Virginia USA) in circa 2001. 

Notably (and inexplicably), just 6 weeks before the 2016 UK EU Referendum – and just five weeks before 

the brutal murder of Jo COX – the Guardian modified that old 2009 article (originally prepared in the USA, 

on the 12th June 2009, at 19:18 hours EDT). 45 UK-based Guardian staff members made those (then, 

seemingly unnecessary) changes on the 6th May 2016, at 09:15 hours BST. 46 47 48 (See attached scans) 

It is therefore difficult not to conclude that the Guardian (and, perhaps, others) had prior expectation of an 

impending terrorist atrocity – and that both Todd BLODGETT and Mark COTTERILL would be called upon 

to provide appropriate information to substantiate the resulting media narrative, 49 

Evidence presented by the prosecution in the course of MAIR’s trial included a photo of some 40 copies 

(1999 to 2003) of the National Vanguard magazine (a National Alliance publication). As with David 

COPELAND, Thomas MAIR’s interest in Nazism (and his presumed extreme radicalization) was obviously 

being driven specifically by material being produced, and sent, from the USA. 50 51 52 53 54 55 56   

                                                
44 In that same Guardian 2009 article it is reported that Todd BLODGETT told the reporters he attended AFBNP meetings with 
VON BRUNN in Arlington County, circa 2001.  
45 The Guardian article, downloaded on the 24th June 2016 
46 The source code of the web page (including the metadata) shows the article being modified and published at 09:15 hours, BST, 6th 
May 2016 (equivalent to 04:15 hours EDT). 
47 Retrospective changes of that sort – especially for major mainstream news outlets – are very rare. And changes are almost always 
non-trivial and are driven by the need to correct serious factual errors or to avoid damaging litigation (i.e. for claimed defamation). 
48 One of the consequences of that action was to elevate the prominence of that article in contemporary Internet searches (using 
search engines such as Google) immediately following the murder of Jo COX. Any such searches, that involved word strings 
containing “Todd BLODGETT” and “Mark COTTERILL”, would therefore result in top-level references/redirections to the old (but 
now modified) Guardian article on James VON BRUNN, and his murderous attack in the Washington DC Holocaust Museum. 
49 That modified Guardian article has since been removed from that newspaper’s internet server – leaving only the original 2009 
version visible on search engine enquiries. This strongly indicates that it was realized, by those responsible for the publication of the 
amended article, that that particular ‘editorial decision’, in the wake of the murder of Jo COX, might raise some awkward questions 
in regard to that particular (and peculiar) decision. Best, therefore, to remove the evidence 
50 ‘Eichmann Before Jerusalem – Life Of a Mass murderer’, Bettina Stangneth, Vintage Digital, 4th February 2016 (UK published 
edition). Note: a National Jewish Book Award finalist. 
51 ‘Denying The Holocaust – The Growing Assault On Truth and Memory’, Lipstadt, Free Press, New York, 1993 
52 Police prosecution evidence against MAIR also included four video DVDs: ‘The Nazis – A Warning From History’ (BBC); 
‘Auschwitz – The Nazis and The Final Solution’; ‘Conspiracy’ (BBC production, Kenneth Branagh, Colin Firth – re. the Nazi 
Wannsee Conference); and ‘Schindler’s List’ (directed by Steven Spielberg). 
53 Other notable books in MAIR’s collection included ‘The Patriotic Traitors’ (by David LITTLEJOHN) and  ‘Patriot Traitors’ (by 
Adrian WEALE). Such work can be represented as examinations of the way in which nominally patriotic individuals can be drawn 
into the support of fascistic (and/or Nazi ideologies).  
54 One of the few books in MAIR’s bookcase specifically on British political history was ‘Fascism in Britain’ by Richard Thurlough 
– a book in which the excoriating expose was (in this example) specifically directed at the emergence of Fascism in 20th Century 
Britain. See: ‘Fascism in Britain’, by Richard C Thurlow, first published by Wiley and Sons, 1987 
55 ‘They Too Were Americans – German-American Bund’, Scott Freeland, R J bender Publishing, 1st January 2011 
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Notably, MAIR appears to have been especially obsessed with the history of the emergence of Nazism 

within the USA – both pre and post WW2. 57 58 This is in addition to his interest in Nazi militarism, leading 

WW2 Nazi figures, and Nazi atrocities/war-crimes – and the fate of those that deny/excuse them (such as, 

for example, Holocaust deniers). There was almost nothing on English/British history or culture. 

Therefore, given the information revealed by both the US-based SPLC and the UK-based Guardian 

newspaper, it would be reasonable to have expected that Thomas MAIR would have been on ‘The 

Terrorism Watch List’ of both the US FBI and the UK MPS/SO15/MI5 – as a particular ‘Person Of Interest”.  

On the 16th December 2016 (just a month after the conclusion of MAIR’s trial) the Home Office announced 

that National Action had been proscribed as a terrorist group – describing it as “a racist, anti-Semitic, and 

homophobic organization which stirs up hatred, glorifies violence and promotes a vile ideology.” 59     

However, it is seen that no attempt was ever made by either State agencies, by mainstream media, or by 

‘anti-fascist’ groups, to connect (publically, at least) Thomas MAIR with the National Action group – even 

given that this will have been the most obvious line of enquiry for such organizations to pursue.  

There is an additional UK connection, in this regard, in that Mark COTTERILL has had links to the US-

based National Alliance group – including in his role of researcher/journalist. And, as with Thomas MAIR, 

Mark COTTERILL has also had connections to white separatist movements in post-apartheid South Africa 

(including The Springbok Club). 60  

The rather obvious question to be asked is therefore this: did Thomas MAIR attend any of the Mark 

COTERILL organized, Heritage and Destiny (John TYNDALL Memorial) annual conferences in Preston, in 

the years immediately preceding the murder of Jo COX (in June 2016) – given MAIR’s own connections to 

National Alliance (through National Vanguard), his interest in events in post-Apartheid South Africa, and 

his reported attendance at the COTTERILL organised London 2000 conference? 61 

So – given all of the above – what can be concluded? 

There are two main issues to be considered: firstly (1), that of the more general finding of evidence of a 

malign interference in UK internal affairs from the USA, to assist in (and to direct and control) major 

changes in UK society (cultural, demographic) – to make the UK ‘just like America’; and secondly (2), the 

particular finding of evidence of complicity/foreknowledge by UK State-affiliated groups in two acts of 

domestic terrorism – of David COPELAND (1999) and Thomas MAIR (2016). 

                                                                                                                                          
56 ‘Blood in The Face: The Ku Klux Klan, Aryan Nations, Nazi Skinheads, and the Rise of a New White Culture’, James Ridgeway, 
Thunder’s Mouth Press, 1st February 1990 (1st Edition) 
57 ‘They Too Were Americans – German-American Bund’, Scott Freeland, R J bender Publishing, 1st January 2011 
58 ‘Blood in The Face: The Ku Klux Klan, Aryan Nations, Nazi Skinheads, and the Rise of a New White Culture’, James Ridgeway, 
Thunder’s Mouth Press, 1st February 1990 (1st Edition) 
59 ‘National Action becomes first extreme right-wing group to be banned in UK’, The Home Office press release, 16th December 
2016, source: http://www.gov.uk 
60 ‘Speech Given by A.D.Harvey at The Launch Of The London Branch of The Springbok Club’, by A D Harvey, source: 
http://www.netcomuk.co.uk/~springbk/speech3.html - downloaded (Google cached copy) on the 27th October 2013. 
61 Actually, there is credible evidence indicating that Thomas MAIR attended the Destiny and Heritage (John TYNDALL 
Memorial) 2014 Preston meeting, organized by Mark COTTERILL. This is based on photographs taken at the venue, together with 
a common interest of COTTERILL and MAIR regarding: the London 2000 Conference; the National Alliance (USA); and post-
Apartheid South Africa. 
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In the case of (2)/MAIR there is also evidence of: US/UK State culpability in MAIR’s brutal killing of Jo 

COX MP; and also indications of a connection between the COPELAND and MAIR terrorism atrocities. 

So, what is the broader (historical and contemporary) context for this situation? 

Much of what is described within this report has its origins in the USA. 

A key objective of the US ‘progressive’ elite has been to demonize every conservative, nativist movement 

within Europe, especially the UK (and most especially, the English in England), of being an expression of 

(so called) “white nationalism” (or, preferably, of ‘white supremacist’ fascism) – as supposedly embodying 

the innate characteristics of a lethally racist, native people. 62 It is an extreme anti-nativist ideology 

To achieve that purpose, that objective (and the ‘authoritarian’ censorious narrative that it produces) was 

(and is) predicated upon a bitter and resentful reaction, within powerful US State institutions (including 

many US military/intelligence agencies), of this post 18th Century historical fact – that the USA has, 

essentially, been purposefully created through mass immigration into a land already occupied, whereas 

the nations of Europe (such as England, especially) have not. It is a truth that is very difficult to accept. 

Such deep resentment has led to efforts within the US military/security, political, academic, and corporatist 

media institutions, to fabricate a malicious, highly dangerous political policy in that regard – a policy of 

fomenting lies, deceit and hate against native (white, especially) populations controlling their homelands. 63  

 

 

END  (5 document/image scan pages attached) 

 

  

                                                
62 In the latter half of the 1990s a fundamentally conservative, traditionalist, and authentically nativist social movement began to 
spontaneously develop within both the UK and other parts of mainland Europe. That movement manifested itself within various 
groups and organizations. And as such it was a novel, emergent phenomenon that embodied and embraced pro-nativist support for 
the struggles of many non-European peoples throughout the World, who were being subjected to forced displacement from their 
homelands. It was therefore a social movement generally predicated upon the advocacy of the following: the sovereign rights of a 
native people of any country (including of those within Europe); the restoration (specifically within Europe) of European culture 
and tradition; fighting totalitarianism and authoritarianism (and, especially, globalist fascism); the implementation of localism and 
small (minimal) government; true conservatism, responsible ecological stewardship and maximal local self-sustainability; and a 
natural (i.e. a non-supremacist, non-authoritarian, and a non-eschatological) form of native spirituality. That unexpected 
development caused considerable alarm within the State authorities of both the UK and (most especially) the USA – and, in 
particular, alarm in regard to the nativist’s basic rejection of (and active opposition against) any self-serving, State 
imposed/mandated, hatemongering narrative.  
63 Of preposterous, idiotic nonsense such as, for example: “… The origins of white supremacy can be traced as far back as sixteenth 
century England. “. Source: White Extremism and The US Military’, by Major Lawrence M. Curtin Jnr., Naval Postgraduate 
School, Monterey, California, June 1997, section 1. ‘Origins of White Supremacy’ 
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Figure 1  FBI Malfeasance [1] 
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Figure 2  FBI Malfeasance [2] 
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Figure 3  An Imported (US) neo-Nazi Narrative 

 
 

 
Top Centre: Mark COTTERILL (Heritage and Destiny) 

Bottom Far Right: Alex DAVIES (National Action) 

 
National Action demonstration.  

Source: The Tab (student newsletter) 
Note the deliberate, direct conflation of National Action 
neo-Nazism and the people of NI. This is NOT by accident. 
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Figure 4  The Guardian 2016 – HTML Source Code Analysis 
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Figure 5  The UK State’s Strange ‘Street Theatre’  

 
[Top]: UK Police Constabulary parade members of the neo-Nazi group Nation Action through English towns. 
 
[Bottom]: A Para praxis: “we [National Action] were founded … “ Founded by whom? An admission by the leader of the National 
Action group that it was founded to explicitly discredit/destroy Generation Identity within the UK and mainland Europe. 
 

 


